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Welcome

Hello and welcome to my pattern for making this fun
little draughts set!
This project brightened up a dark and cold
afternoon in January, so it's my pleasure to be able
to share it with you. I hope you enjoy it.
The Pattern

Before we get started, please familiarise yourself
with the abbreviations used in the pattern. This
pattern uses US terminology, but for your reference,
the UK terms are below.
Wherever a number appears in the pattern, this is
how many stitches of a specific type that you need
to make. e.g. 4SC = 4 single crochet stitches).
ch(x) - Make a chain of (x). E.g. ch2 - chain 2.
SC - Single Crochet (Double Crochet in the UK)
DC - Double Crochet (Treble Crochet in the UK)
CC - Colour Change
Sl St - Slip Stitch
The draughts board is made using the tapestry
crochet technique, completely in SC, where you take
two colours along the row at once - crocheting over
the colour you are not using.
The pieces are made using a magic circle and
Double crochet stitches.
The pattern will refer to Yarn A and Yarn B.
Yarn A should be your darkest colour.

materials

At least 2 contrasting colours of DK or weight 3
yarn - Yarn A (Dark) and Yarn B (Light)
Scissors
Darning Needle
4mm Crochet Hook

Making The Board

Foundation: Make a slip knot, Ch 59
Row 1: In 2nd Ch from hook, SC. Continue until end of row (Total 58 st). Ch1, Turn.
Row 2: CC (by adding Yarn B). *6SC, CC. Repeat from * a further 6 times. SC8. Ch1, turn.
Row 3: 7SC, CC. *6SC CC*, Repeat from * a further 6 times. 1SC, Ch1, turn.
Row 4: CC *6SC, CC. Repeat from * a further 6 times. SC8. Ch1, turn.
Row 5: Repeat Row 3
Row 6: Repeat Row 4
Row 7: Repeat Row 3
Rows 8 & 9: Repeat Row 4
Rows 10 - 15: alternate between rows 3 and 4.
By the end of row 15, you should have a 2x8 strip of checked pattern.
Rows 16-57: Rows 2-15 form a pattern which is repeated a further 3 times (Total 57 rows),
resulting in an 8x8 grid of checked pattern.
Row 58: Complete the board with a final row of 58SC in Yarn A. Ch1 and fasten off. (Total 58
rows)
Use a darning needle to weave in the tails at the beginning and end of your work - not forgetting
the tail from when you added Yarn B.

To add/change colour, insert your hook into the next stitch and pull through a loop (2 loops on
hook in the active colour. Drop the yarn that you are using, and loop the new colour over your
hook (leaving a tail of 2-3 inches if adding the colour for the first time). Pull this through the 2 loops
that are already on your hook. This should leave you with 1 loop in the new colour. Ensure that the
yarn you have dropped (and the tail of the new yarn if adding for first time) are held secure whilst
you complete this stitch. This will prevent it from becoming loose.
Getting in a Twist: As you alternate between colours, the yarns will begin to twist together. It's
good practice to untwist them after each row or after every few colour changes to prevent this
from causing a knot, or interfering with your tension.
Not too tight! After each row, it's good to gently stretch the piece, just to make sure that the
yarns you carry are not pulled too tight. This will prevent the draughts board from curling.

To complete the board, it's time to add a decorative border and a chord that allows you to fold
it up and keep all the pieces in one place.
Attach Yarn A to a stitch around the edge of the board - I specifically chose a stitch that is placed
in the middle of a square of the board to make spacing more easy [see grid on next page]. Once
attached, Ch3 (counts as 1st DC) and then DC two more into the same stitch. From there, repeat
the following:
Skip next two stitches, Sl St. Skip next two stitches, 5DC into next stitch.
When you come to a corner, Insert 9 DC. This should create a shape that will fan round and
allow you to start the next edge Once you've worked the whole way round, insert two DC into
your starting stitch and sl st into the top chain of your original Ch3. Fasten off and darn in ends.

Draughts Board Grid View. 1 square = 1 SC

Making the Chord - Double Chain Technique
To create the chord, take two lengths of Yarn A (Approx 2.5 metres in length) and attach them to one corner of your
board, between two DC stitches from the border. Ch1 to secure, holding yarns together as one.
Now wrap one of the strands around your hook once (3 loops on hook). Whilst securing this yarn with your hook-hand,
pull the second yarn through the 3 loops. Continue in this way, wrapping the same yarn around the hook, and pulling
the other through both loops - much like a normal chain. Make as long as you like to tie up the board - I recommend
about 1 meter.

Making The Pieces

For the pieces, you will once again need two colours. These
can be the same as the board, or any other combination you
choose!
To make the pieces, create a magic circle. Ch3 (This will count
as first double crochet). Place a further 11 DC stitches into
the circle (12 total incl. Ch3). Pull the circle closed and
complete round with a sl st into the 3rd chain from your
starting Ch3. Weave in ends.
Make 12 in each colour. (24 Total)

Thank you for choosing this pattern

Support, Feedback & Contact

I hope you have enjoyed this project and that you have a great time using your own handmade draughts
set. If you need support with any of the instructions in this pattern or have feedback, please do not
hesitate to contact me at the following places:
Instagram (@ailsacrochet)
My Blog (www.ailsacrochet.com)
My Facebook Page (@ailsacrochet)
or by email: ailsacrochets@gmail.com
I'd also love to see your finished projects! Please do tag me in any posts you share.
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